PROGRAM GUIDELINES

Pr ogram Guidelines
Discovery by Wyndham (‘Discovery’ or ‘Discovery Program’)
is provided by Wyndham Destinations Asia Pacific Pty Ltd
(‘Wyndham’), which is also the Developer of the WorldMark
South Pacific Club ARSN 092 334 015 (‘WorldMark South
Pacific Club’ or ‘the Club’).
The Developer has established the Discovery Program for
those who may be interested in joining the WorldMark South
Pacific Club and may not be in a position to do so at the
present time. A Discovery Membership enables Discovery
Members to experience some of the benefits and selected
WorldMark South Pacific Club Resorts that will become
available to them should they become a WorldMark South
Pacific Club Owner during their Discovery Membership.
Existing WorldMark South Pacific Club Owners are not
eligible to join the Discovery Program.
A Discovery Membership allows Discovery Members to
choose how they utilise their Discovery Credits, whether that
be for one large holiday or multiple shorter getaways in quality
accommodation; stays in high (Red), mid (White) or low (Blue)
seasons; or in different Resort Apartment sizes and types.
Membership in the Discovery Program is separate and distinct
from Ownership in the Club. The Club has its own specific
rules, regulations, guidelines and use conditions. Benefits of
the Club, such as Bonus Time, Grab Its and guest usage;
the ability to exchange Credits with exchange companies;
and Developer benefits, such as Fun Time, Associate Resorts
and Privileges by Wyndham, are not available to Discovery
Members. For the avoidance of doubt, becoming a Discovery
Member does not make Discovery Members Owners in the
Club nor entitle them to any interest in the Club.
These Discovery Program Guidelines govern use of the
Discovery Program by Discovery Members. Wyndham,
as the provider of the Discovery Program, may amend,
revoke, modify or add to the Discovery Program’s benefits or
guidelines at any time at its complete discretion without prior
notice. These changes may also include, but are not limited
to, the amendment of benefits, fees or hours of operation.
1. Discovery Membership Use
a. Transmission Date for a Discovery Membership will
be within 12 calendar days after Purchase Date and
Discovery Members will receive correspondence from
Wyndham accepting their application for a Discovery
Membership. However, Discovery Members will only be
able to make reservations where the check-in dates will
occur after the Travel Activation Date, per clause 1(b).
b. Travel Activation Date of Discovery Memberships is within
12 calendar days after the date when Wyndham has
received either:
i. the full payment amount of the Discovery Membership
purchase price; or
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ii. if the Discovery Member(s) has chosen to pay by
instalments, the date Wyndham receives a minimum
Threshold Amount as advised on the Purchase Date
(exclusive of GST and processing fees).

c. Discovery Members may only check-in for stays at
selected Resorts included in the Discovery Program once
the Travel Activation Date has occurred.
d. Discovery Credits are valid for 12 months from the Travel
Activation Date (‘Credit Expiry’), after which time they will
expire. No extensions to the Credit Expiry date will be
allowed.
e. Wyndham does, however, reserve the right to reinstate
Discovery Credits to a Discovery Member’s account by
issuing new Discovery Credits at their complete discretion.
f.

Discovery Members are solely responsible for ensuring
Discovery Credits are utilised prior to the Credit Expiry
date as noted in clause 1(d).

g. Discovery Credits have a 12-month booking window,
each Discovery Credit is for one time use only and they
are considered ‘used’ once the Discovery Member(s)
has/have received confirmation of their reservation
from Wyndham and applicable number of Discovery
Credits have been deducted from the Discovery Member
account.
h. All Discovery Membership reservations must be at a Resort
available through the Discovery Program, regardless of
the source of Credits used.
i.

Discovery Credits can only be used towards
accommodation at the selected Resorts available through
the Discovery Program and not towards other items
including, but not limited to, housekeeping or any other
Resorts available outside of the Discovery Program,
including with exchange companies.

j.

Discovery Members are responsible for advising
Wyndham of any changes to contact details including
phone, mobile, email and postal address during their
Discovery Membership to ensure they are kept up to date
with any changes or information related to their Discovery
Membership.

2. Duration of a Discovery Membership
a. The duration of a Discovery Membership depends on
a Discovery Member’s individual circumstances, in
particular the date the Threshold Amount noted in clause
1(b)(ii) is paid to Wyndham and the subsequent Travel
Activation Date occurs, and adheres to the reservation
conditions as noted in clause 2(c).
b. Expiry of the Discovery Membership is 24 months from
the Travel Activation Date (‘Membership Expiry’) and no
Discovery Membership may extend past 36 months under
any circumstances regardless of special considerations.
c. All Discovery Member reservations must:
i. be made for a stay that occurs after the Travel
Activation Date (refer clause 1(b)); and
ii. be made and confirmed within 12 months of the Travel
Activation Date (after which time the Discovery Credits
will expire); and

j.

3. Reservations
a. As a trial program, the Discovery Program is designed
to allow Discovery Members to personally experience
Resort stays at selected Resorts. As such, unless otherwise
authorised by Wyndham, only those persons registered
on the Discovery Membership are authorised to:
i. make reservations; and
ii. check-in for reservations with a reservation confirmation
and suitable photo identification, such as a driver’s
licence; and
iii. access information regarding their Discovery
Membership and reservations.
b. Confirmed reservations are not to be sold or rented to a
third party.
c. Failure to comply with these conditions may result in
the reservation being cancelled and Discovery Credits
forfeited.
d. Discovery Members are able to make reservations by
contacting the Discovery Service Specialist Team via
the phone or email details provided on the back of this
Discovery Program Guide.
e. Online access to account information and online
reservations are not benefits of a Discovery Membership.
f.

Reservations are:
i. subject to availability;
ii. honoured on a first to book, first served basis;
iii. made via a ‘Best Fit System’, a computerised
reservations system that assigns the highest priority
Resort Apartment available for the requested length of
stay. Preference is given to those reservations made the
furthest from the date of arrival and Resort Apartments
with various special features, such as high floors or
preferred views, are ranked higher than rooms without
special features; and
iv. only considered final and valid once confirmed in
writing (including via fax or email) to a Discovery
Member with a reservation number.

g. Wyndham does not guarantee any reservation other than
that confirmed in the manner in clause 3(f).
h. Discovery Members are advised to check reservation
confirmations once received and contact the Discovery
Service Specialist Team if any information is incorrect or if
they have not received a reservation confirmation within a
reasonable timeframe.
The reservation confirmation will state:
i. the number of Discovery Credits charged for the
reservation;
ii. the number of Discovery Credits remaining on the
Discovery Membership;
iii. the last date for change or cancellation without
penalty; and
iv. time of resort check-in and check-out.

High Demand Dates may apply and are determined
by the WorldMark South Pacific Club from time to time
as having very high occupancy and typically include
gazetted public holidays and school holidays. Please
refer to High Demand Dates for Wyndham Sydney
Suites:
i. on page 39 of this Discovery Program Guide; or
ii. at www.wyndhamap.com/sydneyreservations; or
iii. by contacting 1300 306 026 (AU) or
0800 306 026 (NZ) or discoveryteam@wyn.com
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iii. ensure the last day of travel occurs within 12 months
from the Expiry date (being 12 months from Travel
Activation Date). Travel may not be extended past
this date.

k. For Resort stays at Wyndham Resort Denarau Island in
Fiji, the Fiji Government charges an additional Services
Turnover Tax, which is based on the length of stay and
type of Resort Apartment stayed in. For more information,
please refer to the Services Turnover Tax table on page
65. For Resort stays at Wyndham Resort Denarau Island
in Fiji, the Fiji Government charges an additional Services
Turnover Tax (STT) and Environmental Climate Adaption
Levy (ECAL), which is based on the length of stay and
type of Resort Apartment stayed in. For more information,
please refer to the Services Turnover Tax table on page
65. Discovery Members will be required to pay STT and
ECAL, in addition to the Credit values that will apply for a
stay at this resort and it will be applied to room accounts
for payment on check-out.
Further details of this additional fee can be obtained
from the Discovery Service Specialist Team at (or prior to)
booking.
l.

Discovery Members may make reservations at selected
Resorts that are listed in this Discovery Program Guide and
published at www.discoverybywyndham.com.au.

m. Not all WorldMark South Pacific Club Resorts are
included in the Discovery Program and selected Resorts
may change from time to time without prior notice by
Wyndham.
n. Discovery Members with medical documentation or
special needs may request specific room features when
reserving a Resort Apartment, however there is no
guarantee all requests can be honoured as all reservations
are subject to availability.
4. Family and Friends
a. Family and friends are welcome to join a Discovery
Member during a Resort stay provided the Discovery
Member is present at the time of check-in for all
reservations and for the duration of the Resort stay.
b. Applicable administration fees will apply when transferring,
adding or removing a Discovery Member to/from a
Discovery Membership after the date of purchase.
5. Waitlists
a. Should a Discovery Member’s desired Resort, room type
or travel dates be unavailable, they may request a waitlist
for their preferred reservation by contacting the Discovery
Service Specialist Team to be notified should they become
available. Please note, notification does not constitute a
reservation unless confirmed in writing per clause 3(f)(iv).
6. Use of Rental Credits for Discovery Reservations
a. Should a Discovery Member not have sufficient Discovery
Credits to complete a reservation, Rental Credits may
be purchased at a per Credit rate. Please contact the
Discovery Service Specialist Team for current rates.
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b. Rental Credits are for one time use only and a reservation
using Rental Credits cannot be completed until all Rental
Credits are paid in full.
c. Rental Credits can only be used in conjunction with
Discovery Credits and may not be used as a standalone
method of payment.
7. Housekeeping
a. Each Discovery Membership account is entitled to one
(1) housekeeping token for the duration of the Discovery
Membership, which may be used for one (1) continuous
stay in a Resort Apartment.
b. For all other Resort stays and additional Resort
Apartments, Discovery Members will be required to pay
the applicable housekeeping fee, which depends on
room size and type. Refer to table on page 10 or go to
www.discoverybywyndham.com.au/housekeeping for
current housekeeping rates.
c. Housekeeping is payable at the time of making a
reservation and the housekeeping service occurs at the
end of the Discovery Member’s Resort stay.
d. For reservations of eight (8) nights or more there will be a
complimentary mid-stay room refresh.
e. For consecutive night stays split between two (2) or more
Resorts, applicable housekeeping fees will apply for each
Resort Apartment reservation.
f.

Additional housekeeping services may be requested by
contacting the Front Desk at the Resort and paying the
applicable housekeeping fee.

8. Minimum Night Stays
a. There is a seven (7) night minimum stay during Red Season
for any reservation booked more than nine (9) months in
advance of the check-in date, unless that stay falls within
clauses 8(b) and 8(c). This seven (7) night minimum stay is for
consecutive nights and may be split between two (2) or more
Resorts. Housekeeping fees will apply.
b. There is no minimum stay for any reservation booked during
Red Season 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9, unless the reservation
includes either a Friday or Saturday, where there must be a
two (2) night minimum stay.
c. At Wyndham Sydney Suites there is a three (3) night
minimum stay during Red Season for any reservation booked
more than nine (9) months in advance, except for those
dates described as High Demand Dates, where there is a
seven (7) night minimum stay. All three (3) night stays must
be for consecutive nights. Seven (7) night stays must also be
for consecutive nights but may be split between Wyndham
Sydney Suites and another Resort. Housekeeping fees will be
applicable.
d. There is a two (2) night minimum stay when either a
Friday or a Saturday is included in the reservation, subject
to two (2) nights being available.
e. Only one (1) Friday AND Saturday night booking
(‘Weekend-Only’ Booking) may be reserved on a
Discovery Membership at any one time for each full
block of 6,000 Discovery Credits held. For example, a
Discovery Member with 20,000 Credits would be able
to have three (3) Weekend-Only Bookings at any one
time reserved on their account.
f.
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For any reservation made less than nine (9) months from

the date of check-in, there is no seven (7) night minimum,
however the minimum stay requirement for reservations
that include either a Friday or Saturday is two (2) nights.
9. Reservation Amendments and Cancellations
a. Discovery Members may amend or cancel a reservation
by giving notice in the manner stated on a reservation
confirmation.
b. Discovery Members will not be charged a cancellation
fee provided notice is given within the allowable periods
as outlined below:
FOR RESERVATIONS
MADE:

CANCELLATIONS WILL
BE ACCEPTED:

12 months to 61 days
in advance

30 days before use

60 days to 15 days
in advance

10 days before use

14 days to 48 hours
in advance

48 hours before use

48 hours to 0 hours
in advance

No cancellation allowed

Note: These timeframes may change from time to time.
Discovery Members will be notified of any changes.
c. In consideration of clauses 9(a) and 9(b), Discovery
Members shall not be charged a cancellation fee and
shall not forfeit the applicable number of Discovery
Credits if the Discovery Member:
i. alters a reservation by increasing the number of
reserved nights at the reserved Resort Apartment; or
ii. alters a reservation by upgrading the type of reserved
Resort Apartment, on condition that the number of
nights reserved for the reservation does not decrease;
or
iii. cancels a reservation and reinstates that cancelled
reservation, subject to availability, provided that
the cancelled reservation is not reserved by another
Discovery Member, Owner, guest or person. It is a
further condition that if the cancelled reservation causes
expired Discovery Credits, those Credits shall be
forfeited and not applicable to be used to reinstate the
cancelled reservation.
d. If a Discovery Member does cancel a reservation outside
allowable cancellation periods, the number of Discovery
Credits used to make the reservation will be forfeited
unless an exception as outlined in clause 9(c).
e. A Discovery Member whose Discovery Credits have
been forfeited under clause 9(c) may have their Discovery
Credits reinstated under the following circumstances so
long as any alternative reservation and stay adheres to
clause 3:
i. if another reservation is made for the exact same Resort
Apartment type, size and dates the Discovery Member
cancelled outside of the allowable period; or
ii. where sufficient and reliable documentary evidence
is provided to demonstrate that the cancellation was
due to the death or serious medical condition of a
Discovery Member, their immediate family member
or a guest that was scheduled to accompany the
Discovery Member on the reserved travel.

If a Discovery Member’s Discovery Credits are reinstated
under clause 9(d) they can only be given the same Credit
Expiry date they would otherwise have if they were never
used in the first instance.

g. Aside from clauses 9(a), 9(b) and 9(c), Discovery
Members are entitled to reduce the number of nights
reserved, however the Discovery Member will be charged
a cancellation fee and forfeit Discovery Credits. The
Discovery Credits forfeited by the Discovery Member will
equal the difference in the number of Discovery Credits
used to reserve the Resort Apartment prior to the reduction
and the number of Discovery Credits used to reserve the
Resort Apartment immediately after the reduction.
h. Aside from clauses 9(a), 9(b) and 9(c), Discovery
Members are entitled to downgrade the type of reserved
Resort Apartment, however the Discovery Member will be
charged a cancellation fee and forfeit Discovery Credits.
The Discovery Credits forfeited by the Discovery Member
will equal the difference in the number of Discovery
Credits prior to the downgrade and the number of
Discovery Credits immediately after the downgrade.
i.

j.

A Discovery Member cancelling any part of a seven (7)
night minimum stay during Red Season split between
two (2) or more resorts must immediately replace that
cancelled part of the split with an equal or greater number
of nights and an equal or greater number of Discovery
Credits. If the Discovery Member does not replace the
cancelled part in accordance with this regulation, the
entire seven (7) night minimum stay must be cancelled
with a 48-hour waiting period between the cancellation
and a new reservation.
There is also a 48-hour waiting period between a
cancellation and a new reservation if a Discovery Member
cancels a one (1) week reservation during Red Season and
requests that same reservation for less than one (1) week
within nine (9) months or less from the first date of stay.

10. Use of Resort Apartments
a. No Resort Apartment can be held or used for a reason
other than accommodation purposes.
b. Only Discovery Members registered on the Discovery
Membership can complete a reserved stay at a Resort
Apartment. Friends and family may accompany the
Member at a Resort Apartment but the Member must be
present at any Resort Apartment stay unless an exemption
in clause 10(c) applies.
c. Discovery Members do not have to be present for a stay
in a Resort Apartment if prior consent has been obtained
from Wyndham Destinations Asia Pacific in writing, which
will only be provided in the following circumstances:
i. where sufficient and reliable documentary evidence is
provided to demonstrate that the Discovery Member
cannot travel due to a medical condition or carer’s
commitments; or
ii. where the Discovery Membership has been
permanently transferred in accordance with clause 14.
d. Discovery Members must report to Reception to checkin and check-out of their Resort Apartment. A copy
of the confirmation of reservation together with photo
identification is required at check-in.
e. Check-in time is usually 4pm and check-out shall usually

be no later than 12pm. Check-in/check-out times may
vary between Resorts and will be advised when the
reservation is confirmed.
f.

Wyndham Destinations Asia Pacific and its related entities
are not responsible for any belongings left at a Resort or
in a Resort Apartment by Discovery Members or Discovery
Members’ guests. Discovery Members or Discovery
Members’ guests are responsible for removing all personal
property from the Resort Apartment prior to check-out.
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f.

g. The Resort may designate a specific area from time to
time for Discovery Members to store items for short periods
before check-in or after departure, however neither
Discovery Members nor Discovery Members’ guests may
keep personal property on the Resort other than in the
Resort Apartment during occupancy.
h. Resort Apartments should be locked when unattended
and any suspicious or unusual activity should be reported
immediately to the Resort Manager.
i.

If the Discovery Member or Discovery Member’s guests
fail to vacate a Resort Apartment by check-out time on
the last day of the reserved period of occupancy, the
Discovery Member will be liable for all costs incurred
as a result of any delay in making the Resort Apartment
available for other guests and may be subject to other
consequences including possible suspension of their
Discovery Membership.

j.

The Resort Manager has a master key to all Resort
Apartments and in the case of an emergency,
maintenance or inspection purposes may enter, or may
direct another Resort staff member to enter, a Resort
Apartment. The Discovery Member will be notified of the
entry and the reason for the entry as soon as reasonably
possible where required.

11. Occupancy Limits
a. The number of persons, including children of any age,
which may occupy a Resort Apartment, in most cases,
is as follows:
OCCUPANCY LIMITS
Studio/Hotel

2 persons One-Bedroom

Two-Bedroom

6 persons Three-Bedroom 8 persons

Four-Bedroom

8 persons

4 persons

b. Occupancy limits may vary between Resorts and
Discovery Members will be advised of the relevant
occupancy limits at the time of making a reservation.
c. These occupancy limits will be strictly enforced and
Discovery Members checking into a Resort with more
persons in their party than the applicable occupancy limit
must either:
i. reserve a bigger Resort Apartment or additional
Resort Apartment(s) (if available), which will require
further Discovery Credits and/or Rental Credits and
applicable housekeeping fees;
ii. reduce the number of persons in the party; or
iii. vacate the Resort.
d. All persons under the age of 18 years shall only occupy a
Resort Apartment under parental supervision.
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12. Care of Resort Apartments and Disposal of Rubbish
a. Discovery Members are responsible for any damage or
loss of any items or furnishings in the Resort Apartment that
occur during the occupancy by a Discovery Member or a
Discovery Member’s guest(s).
b. Charges for any missing items, damage during
occupancy, excessive cleaning or charges for any unpaid
services will be billed to the Discovery Member. Nonpayment of such charges will be cause for suspension
of future reservations and privileges under the Discovery
Membership until paid in full.
c. All persons staying at a Resort shall have regard for and
keep clean, neat and tidy their Resort Apartment and all
other parts of the Resort. Discovery Members and their
guests must not leave any garbage, rubbish, waste,
disposable napkins, bottles and cans other than in the
receptacles provided. In addition to the housekeeping
fee, Discovery Members can be charged an additional
fee for cleaning or rubbish removal of AUD$25 or more if
the Resort Manager deems that the Resort Apartment has
been vacated with an excessive amount of rubbish and/
or in an unacceptable condition.
d. Each Resort Apartment has an inventory list of major items
and Discovery Members must report any missing items or
damage noticed in their assigned Resort Apartment to the
Resort Manager as soon as possible after check-in. Upon
each check-out, an inspection of the Resort Apartment, its
furnishings and equipment is conducted.
e. No structural changes, reorganisation or removal of
furniture, wall hangings, floor coverings or redecorating of
any type within the Resort Apartments or other areas of the
property is permitted.
13. Use of Resort and Resort Facilities
a. Only Discovery Members and their guests who are
occupying Resort Apartments may use Resort facilities.
Discovery Members may have daytime guests within the
occupancy limit allowed for the Resort Apartment.
b. Each Resort may establish and post specific rules about
the orderly management of each Resort. Discovery
Members and Discovery Members’ guests must abide by
these specific Resort rules.
c. Discovery Members and Discovery Members’ guests must
respect all other Resort users, Resort staff and guests as
well as the Resort itself through reasonable behaviours
including being mindful of noise, usage of Resort facilities
and other matters relating to an orderly use of the Resort.
d. Parents are responsible for the conduct of their children
who are expected to play and behave in a manner that
does not create any undue disturbance to the enjoyment
of other Resort users or cause damage to property.
e. No animals or pets, including reptiles and birds, may be
brought onto the Resort grounds or into Resort Apartments,
including in any type of vehicle, except for those used in
the assistance of visually impaired persons.
f.
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No signs, advertisement, notice or other lettering shall be
exhibited, displayed, inscribed, painted or affixed to or
on any part of the Resort.

14. Transfer and Assignment of Discovery Membership
a. A Discovery Membership is not assignable, however it
may be transferred at the absolute discretion of Wyndham
Destinations Asia Pacific where:
i. sufficient and reliable documentary evidence is
provided to demonstrate that the Discovery Member
wishes to transfer their Discovery Membership for one
of the following reasons:
• personal reasons;
• medical reasons;
• work commitments;
• relocation; or
• financial hardship; and
ii. the person (or persons) that the Discovery Member
wishes to transfer the Discovery Membership to meets
the Qualification Criteria as assessed by Wyndham
from time to time.
b. Requests for transfers must be directed to the Discovery
Program Manager at discoveryteam@wyn.com and will
be considered on a case by case basis.
c. For any approved transfers, the Discovery Membership
must be paid in full and no monies must be outstanding
on the Discovery Membership (including monies for
instalment payments and housekeeping charges). The
following transfer fees apply:
DESCRIPTION

TYPE

FEE

Deceased estate transfer Transfer, combine
or remove

No charge

Add/remove Discovery
Member

Add or remove

AUD$100
per change

Transfer Discovery
Membership to another
(qualified*) person

Transfer (family or
resale)

AUD$200
per change

*Refer clause 14(a)(ii)
d. If a Discovery Membership is transferred, any Developer
incentives or Developer subsidies offered and attached
to that Discovery Membership will also be transferred
and the transferring (former) Discovery Member will no
longer have claim to any of these Developer incentives or
Developer subsidies.
e. In the instance where there is a dispute between
original Discovery Members registered on the Discovery
Membership, due to separation or other reasons, the
Discovery Membership may be suspended until the
dispute is resolved between affected parties.
15. Taxes
a. Discovery Members are responsible for taxes (if any)
related to their usage of Resorts and/or Resort Apartments
such as sales tax, Environment Climate Adaption Levy or
Services Turnover Tax.
16. Liability
a. Discovery Members and their guests occupy the Resort
and Resort Apartments at their own risk and release
and indemnify the Resort staff, Wyndham, WorldMark
South Pacific Club and all related entities, officers and
employees from and against any and all action or

17. Delinquency
a. Discovery reservation requests will not be confirmed, and
may be cancelled, if a Discovery Member is delinquent in
the payment of any amount owed on the purchase of their
Discovery Membership.
18. Complaints and Compliments
a. If you have issues, concerns, feedback or praise about
your Discovery Membership please contact your Discovery
Service Specialist Team on AU 1300 306 026 or NZ
0800 306 026 or at discoveryteam@wyn.com.
19. Enforcement and Violations of these Guidelines
a. Resort staff have full authority to implement these Discovery
Program Guidelines and any specific Resort rules and
regulations.
b. Failure of a Discovery Member to abide by these
Discovery Program Guidelines may result in the temporary
or permanent suspension of the Discovery Members’ rights
and privileges under the Discovery Program.
c. If Discovery Member status is temporarily suspended, the
Discovery Member will be unable to make reservations or
otherwise deal with their Discovery Credits or Discovery
Membership until such suspension has been lifted.
d. If Discovery Member status is permanently suspended,
the Discovery Member may no longer be entitled to any
benefit of the Discovery Program and may no longer be
entitled to Developer incentives or Developer subsidies, at
the discretion of Wyndham.
20. Becoming a WorldMark South Pacific Club Owner
a. Discovery Members may choose to purchase Premier
Vacation Credits in the Club from Wyndham, the
Developer of the Club, at any time, which will provide
access to all benefits available as part of the Ownership,
provided all Discovery Members registered on the
Discovery Membership:

a discount to the purchase price of Premier
Vacation Credits.
c. Developer incentives can only be used by Discovery
Members if all criteria in clause 20(a) are met and the
purchase of Vacation Credits from Activation Date up to
and including Discovery Membership Expiry date (unless
otherwise authorised by Wyndham).
d. Vacation Credits in the WorldMark South Pacific Club
are issued by Wyndham Vacation Clubs South Pacific
Limited ACN 090 503 923, AFSL 225200 and sold by
Wyndham Destinations Asia Pacific. Please consider the
current Product Disclosure Statement located at
www.wyndhamap.com/pds when deciding whether to
purchase WorldMark South Pacific Club Vacation Credits.
e. Wyndham reserves the right to extend the offer of
Developer incentives as outlined in clause 20(b) to
Discovery Members whose Discovery Membership has
expired at its complete discretion.
f.

In the instance where the Discovery Member does become
a WorldMark Owner, any unused Discovery Credits:
i. will retain their original Credit Expiry date; and
ii. will be applied to their new WorldMark Owner
account within 30 days from the date of that
WorldMark Owner account transmitting for use; and
iii. are only available to be used in WorldMark South
Pacific Club Apartments (including Grab It offers).

g. Unused Discovery Credits will not:
i. be eligible for any other travel or accommodation
options outside of the WorldMark South Pacific
Club, including (but not limited to) exchanges through
exchange companies, Travel by Wyndham products or
services, Associate Resorts or Affiliate Resorts; nor
ii. count toward a Privileges by Wyndham membership tier.
Corporate Head Office:
Wyndham Destinations Asia Pacific Pty Ltd
Wyndham Corporate Centre
Level 7, 1 Corporate Court
BUNDALL QLD 4217 AUSTRALIA

i. continue to meet applicable qualification criteria; and

Postal Address:

ii. attend and complete another Wyndham Destinations
Asia Pacific timeshare sales presentation during the
duration of their Discovery Membership or at a stay in
a Resort using Discovery Credits.

PO Box 7493
GOLD COAST MAIL CENTRE QLD 9726 AUSTRALIA

b. If the Discovery Member chooses to join the WorldMark
South Pacific Club as outlined in clause 20(a), they will
be entitled to the following Developer incentives from
the Activation Date up to and including the Membership
Expiry Date (as outlined in clause 2(b), unless otherwise
authorised by Wyndham:
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demands due to any damage, loss, costs, injury or death
caused by or as a result of the Discovery Members’ or
guests’ act, use, misuse or occupation of the Resort or
Resort Apartments, except to the extent that it was caused
by the wilful or negligent act of the Resort, Wyndham or
WorldMark South Pacific Club.

Phone: +61 7 5512 8888
Fax: +61 7 5512 8899

i. A Price Freeze on WorldMark South Pacific Club
Premier Vacation Credits for the same price per
Vacation Credit available on the date the Discovery
Member joined the Discovery Program; PLUS
ii. Transferable Equity, where the amount the Discovery
Member has paid towards the Discovery Membership,
less an administration fee and any GST, is applied as
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